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Now that youâ€™re shiny new iPhone 4S is delivered, itâ€™s time to accessorize it with some cool apps and
accessories. After all, using an iPhone is all about flaunting those cool apps and toys that kowtow to
Apple. Hereâ€™s a list of some cool accessories and applications

Ziisound D5: This speaker is ideal if youâ€™re looking for a good sound system with rich tones and a
touch sensitive volume control. It also works with Bluetooth, and once youâ€™ve paired it with the
phone, you can walk around with it up to 10 meters and enjoy good quality audio. And you can even
dock it with the iPhone when charging.

Glif: This is a great accessory for busy videographers whoâ€™re making videos on regular basis. But
you canâ€™t mount it on a tripod. This problem is solved by the Glif. Made from rubber, this piece thing
fits snugly on the iPhone and can be fitted into any tripod. You can also use it as a stand when
shooting a portrait or landscape. Thereâ€™s also the SLR Mount adapter that can be used to mount a
Canon EOS or Nikon SLR Lens to allow you to get a telephoto, wide-angle, or fish-eye lens.

iMapMyRide: This app comes with a GPS Locator and connects with your bike to track your speed,
distance and route. You can even connect with your friends, get to know their progress, and share
status updates with them.

Couch to 5K: Everyone knows that the real job of a trainer is to keep your spirits high and motivate
you to go that extra mile. Hereâ€™s a virtual trainer that promises to make you a committed fitness freak
within seven weeks. The plan involves interval training, warm ups and cool downs.

Apple iPhone Dock: If the phone isnâ€™t on your hand, it can always be docked on the iPhone Dock to
charge, or connect to iTunes and listen to music or podcasts.

Beautiful iPhone 4 Case: An iPhone isnâ€™t complete until you have a designer iPhone 4S cover that
comes in a wide variety of designs and colors. Popular manufacturers include Otterbox, Speck, 3-D
Glitz, iFrogz etc. There are cases that look like an old leather bound books, and there are others
that there are others that can come with a QWERTY keypad. Thereâ€™s also the Cowboy case that
looks like the holster where you can put your money, keys, and cigarette.
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The author of this article is a gizmo addict especially the iPHone. She writes reviews about iPhone
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